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 About Forms 

In FIVE, a form is a formatted document that represents a single logged line item from Report view. Forms resemble a 

word processor document with specialized features that minimize the effort required to create and deliver project 

documentation.  

FIVE forms are generated from a highly customizable reusable template, guaranteeing accurate data output in a consistent 

format. The data on the form is automatically populated from previously entered data from Report view, without the need 

for re-entry. This results in a dramatic reduction of effort and diminished opportunity for error when compared with a 

more traditional spreadsheet and word-processor pairing for the preparation of project documentation. 

Some examples of the types of forms that can be created with FIVE include: 

• Site Instruction and Architectural Instruction. 

• Change Notice, Proposed Change Order, and Contemplated Change Notice. 

• Quote and Record of Quote. 

• Change Order, Cash Allowance Draw, and Authorization to Expend from Contingency. 

• Certificate for Payment, Application for Payment. 

• Site Review, Field Review, Minutes of Meeting, General Review, Deficiency Report. 

• Transmittal, Submittal, and Shop Drawing Log. 

• RFI and Record of RFI. 

• General Correspondence such as Memorandums, Faxes, etc... 

Sample Form 

The sample Site Instruction form (right) illustrates some of the layout features of 

FIVE form templates. Features include: 

• Free positioning of layout objects. 

• Fixed text and automatically populated dynamic data fields. 

• Images and lines. 

• Full Windows font family support. Colours, bold, italic, underline and 

strikethrough style support. 

• Electronic signatures. 

• Automatic body text trailing objects. 

• Body text trailing reports. 

• Distribution lists. 

Form Output 

Forms can be: 

• Printed. 

• Sent as e-mail attachments in PDF format. 

• Saved as PDF files. 
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When you perform any of the above actions, additional PDF and image files that have been attached to an item can be 

automatically merged with the form output. 

Dynamic cover letters can also be merged in front of any form output. 

About Form Templates 

Forms are customizable using Form Layout Mode. In layout mode you can freely add and reposition text and image 

elements, add new data fields, and change fonts and colours to suit almost any design requirements. For more 

information about working with form template, please see the Layout Mode section of this guide. 

About Form Types 

Form types are a combination of an abbreviation, title, and form template that identify a particular type of form on a tab. 

For example, a Site Instruction/SI (title/abbreviation) is one kind of form type that can be used on the Instructions tab. 

Creating a New Form Type in a Project 

You must create a form type in your project before you can generate any form output. To create a new form type in a 

project: 

1. From report view on a tab that supports forms, type the form type abbreviation into the Type cell, and then press the 

Enter key. 

Example 

Type SI into the Type cell on the Instructions tab of a new project to start creating a new Site Instruction form. 

The following window appears: 

 

2. Click the Add <Typed Abbreviation> to the list button. The New Form Type window appears as follows: 

3. FIVE will try to guess the form title based on the abbreviation that you typed in step #1. Confirm that the Abbreviation 

and Full Title values are correct and change them if necessary. Both an Abbreviation and a Full Title are required. 

4. Click the OK button to create the new form type, or click the Cancel button to go back to Report view without making 

any changes to your form list. 
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Form View 

All form actions such as printing, sending as e-mail messages attachments and saving as PDF files, are done in Form View. 

Form view includes the following unique interface elements: 

 

• Form Action Bar 

This area includes buttons that will perform various actions when clicked. 

Icon Click to… 

 Select a different form template for the current form type. 

 Switch between  Entry Mode,  Preview Mode, and  Layout Mode. 

 Link a report from another tab to the end of body text.  

 

NOTE: This command is only available on tabs that can be linked on other tabs. The linked report will 

only appear in preview mode, or in the final prepared document. 

 Select the attachments to merge with the form. You can choose to merge private, non-private, or both 

private and non-private attachments with the form. 

 Select distribution list contacts. 

 Add or remove electronic signatures and stamps on a contact-by-contact basis. 
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• Body Text Editor 

This area contains the form body text. Type in this area to edit the form body text while in Entry Mode. 

• Text Format Menu 

Right-click the body text editor to see the text format menu. The text format menu includes the following icons: 

 

 Toggle the form view zoom level (whole page WYSIWYG preview/100% zoomed) 

NOTE: You must be at 100% zoom in order to edit the body text in Entry Mode. 

 Go to the first page of the form. 

 Go to the previous page of the form. 

 Go to the next page of the form. 

 Go to the final page of the form. 

 Go to the previous form. 

EXAMPLE: If you are looking at SI #2, clicking this button will display SI #1. 

 Go to the next form. 

EXAMPLE: If you are looking at SI #1, clicking this button will display SI #2. 

 Close Form View and return to Report View. 

Icon Click to… Keyboard Shorcut 

 Toggle bold formatting. Ctrl+B 

 Toggle italic formatting. Ctrl+I 

 Toggle underline formatting. Ctrl+U 

 Toggle strikethrough formatting.  

 Left-align the selected paragraph(s). Ctrl+L (Toggle Alignment) 

 Center the selected paragraph(s). Ctrl+L (Toggle Alignment) 

 Right-align the selected paragraph(s). Ctrl+L (Toggle Alignment) 

 Toggle bullet list mode for the selected paragraph(s). Ctrl+O 

 Toggle numbered list mode for the selected paragraph(s). Ctrl+3 

 Increase the font size. Ctrl+= 

 Decrease the font size. Ctrl+- 

 Use the default font size as defined by the form template. Ctrl+0 

 Toggle text case (UPPERCASE/lowercase/Sentence case/Proper Case).  
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Most tabs in FIVE support forms. The following is a list of all of the tabs with form support in FIVE, as well as examples of 

some common form types that are used on each tab: 

Viewing a Form/Getting to Form View 

1. Click a tab that supports Form View (see the Tabs Featuring Form View Support section). 

2. Click the row of the item that you want to view a form for. 

3. Click the  button in the row action cell. FIVE will build the form for the selected row and switch to Form View. 

Spell-Checking Form Body Text 

FIVE will automatically spell-check the form body text when you click a view action button (such as Print, E-mail or Save). If 

any unknown words are found, the Unknown Word Found window appears as follows: 

 Select the font colour.  

 Insert an image.  

 
Select all text. Ctrl+A 

 Cut selected text from the document and add it to the clipboard. Ctrl+X 

 Copy selected text to the clipboard. Ctrl+C 

 Paste text from the clipboard into the body text area. Ctrl+V 

Tab Common Form Types 

Requests Request for Information, Record of RFI, General Request, etc… 

Instructions Site Instruction, Architectural Instruction, etc… 

Notices Change Notice, Change Directive, Proposed Change Notice, Contemplated Change Order, etc… 

Quotes Contractor’s Quotation 

Orders Change Order, Cash Allowance Draw, Contingency Expenditure, etc… 

Certificates Certificate for Payment 

Reviews Site Review, Field Review, Deficiency Log, etc… 

Submittals Shop Drawing Submittal/Transmittal, Sample Submittal/Transmittal, etc… 

Correspondence General Correspondence, Memorandums, etc… 
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If the word in the Change To box is misspelled, you can type the correct word into the box, or click the correct word in the 

Suggestions list if it is available. After correcting the spelling of the word, you can click one of the following buttons: 

If the word in the Change To box is spelled correctly, you can click one of the following buttons: 

You can click the Cancel button at any time to cancel the spell-checking process and continue with the form output 

action. 

Printing a Form 

To print a form to a local or network printer: 

1. Go to Form view as described in the Viewing a Form/Getting to Form View section. 

Button/Action Description 

Change Change a single occurrence of the misspelled word to the corrected word. 

Change All Change every occurrence of the misspelled word to the corrected word. 

Button/Action Description 

Ignore Ignore the single occurrence of the unknown word. If the same word is found later in the form body 

text, the Unknown Word Found window will appear again for this occurrence. 

Ignore All Ignore every occurrence of the unknown word.  

Add Add the unknown word to the dictionary. Once a word has been added to the dictionary, FIVE will 

consider it to have been spelled correctly when it checks the form body text spelling. The custom 

dictionary is shared by all users of FIVE. 
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2. Click the   button on the View Action bar. The Print Options window appears as follows: 

3. Select a destination printer from the Printers list.  

4. Under the Page Numbering & Attachments section, select whether or not to include private and/or non-private 

attachments. The page count will be adjusted automatically, but if you need to do additional attachment merging 

using another software product, you can set custom start page and total page values as required. 

5. Under the Page Numbering & Attachments section, select whether or not you want to include a cover letter with your 

form. Cover letters are always numbered from page 1, and are numbered separately from the main form page 

numbering. If you include a cover letter, you can type the cover letter body text on the Cover Letter tab. 

6. Under the Distribution section, select the contacts that you want to appear in the form distribution list from the Project 

Contacts list. You can remove a contact from the distribution list by clicking the  button. You can edit a contact’s 

information if it has changed by clicking the  button. You can search for contacts that aren’t yet in the Project 

Contacts list from the Search for contacts box in the Recipients list section. 

NOTE 

Your form template must include a distribution list data box in order for the distribution list contacts to appear on the 

printed form. 

7. Click the Print button to send the document to the selected printer. 

Sending a Form as an E-mail Message Attachment 

To send a form as an e-mail message attachment in PDF format:  

1. When a form is visible in the view area, click the  button on the View Action bar. The New E-mail Message window 

appears as follows: 
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2. Select the recipients for the e-mail message from the Project Contacts list (A).  

3. If a required recipient doesn’t exist in the Project Contacts list, you can search for contacts in your global address book 

by typing into the Search for contacts box (B). The Recipients list will switch to search results mode, and you can add 

any contact in the results list by clicking the row of the contact, and then clicking the  button on the contact row.  

When you are finished searching, press the Esc key to clear the search results and go back to the recipients list. 

If the required recipient doesn’t exist in the search results list, click the  button in the Search for contacts box (B) to 

add a new contact to your address book. 

To remove a contact from the recipients list (C), select the contact that you want to remove, and then click the  

button on that row. 

To change a contact’s information, click the  button beside the selected contact in the Recipients list (C). 

4. The attachment area (D) is You can change attachment merging and page numbering options by clicking the 

Attachment Options button. For more information, see the detailed descriptions of the Page Numbering & 

Attachments section of the Printing a Form section above. 

5. The Subject box is automatically populated with the project number and item type, number and title, but you can 

change it as required. 

6. In the Body box, type the body text of the e-mail message. 

7. You can optionally type your contact information into the Signature box, and it will be saved and automatically used 

the next time you create a new e-mail message. 

8. Click the Send Message button to send the e-mail message. 

NOTE 

If FIVE has been configured to use your default e-mail program, a new e-mail message window will appear from your 

default e-mail program. The information that you typed into the FIVE New E-mail Message window will automatically 

be added to the new e-mail message window of your default e-mail program. 
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Saving a Form as a PDF File 

To save a form (including optionally merged file attachments) as a PDF file anywhere on your computer or network: 

1. Go to Form view, as described in the Viewing a Form/Getting to Form View section. 

2. Click the  button on the view action bar. The Export Options window appears. 

3. The export options are the same as the print options, except there is no printer list, since it is not applicable. Please 

see the Printing a Form section above for more information about the individual export options. 

4. Click the Save button to save the PDF file to your computer or network.  Click the Preview button to view the file in 

your default PDF viewer. Click the Queue button to add the document to the Document Queue tab for future 

printing/e-mailing/exporting.  

Changing a Form Template 

You can change a form template by: 

• Selecting a template from another project, or from your computer or network drive. 

• Modifying the layout of the current form template in Layout Mode. 

Selecting a Form Template 

When you create a new form type, a default form template will be used. The default form template will either be the last 

form template that you used for a particular form abbreviation or one of the standard StatsLog form templates if no 

previously used template is available. 

To change the form template: 

1. Go to Form view as described in the Viewing a Form/Getting to Form View section of this guide. 

2. In the form action bar, click the  <Form Type Title> button. The form type options menu appears. 

3. Click the  Select Form Template button. The following window appear: 
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4. If the template you want to use is stored on your computer or network drive (in .5FM or .XFM format), select the My 

computer hard drive, or network drive option, then select the .5FM or .XFM file that you want to use, then skip to 

step #10. 

5. If the template that you want to use already being used an existing FIVE project, or in a historical snapshot of the 

current project, select then A FIVE project option. The Select Project & Form Type window appears as follows: 

 

 

6. In the Project box, click the  icon. The Project List window appears. 

7. Double-click the project that uses the replacement template to select it. 

8. Back on the Select Project & Form Type window, in the Form Type box, select the template type that you want to use 

(For example, on the Instructions tab, you might want to choose the SI/Site Instruction template). 

9. In the Snapshot # box, select Live Project State if you want to use the current version of the form template. Select one 

of the available snapshots if you need a historical version of the form template (for example, if you accidentally saved 

changes to your form template that you want to revert). Click the OK button. 

10. The following window appears: 

 

 

11. If you only want to use the selected form template in the current project, select the This project only option. The 

template will be changed and the process is now complete (you can stop following these instructions here). 

12. If you want to change the form template in other projects in addition to the current project, select the Multiple 

projects option, then see the Changing Form Templates in Multiple Projects section (below). 

After selecting a replacement form template, all items in your project(s) on the current tab with the same form 

abbreviation or layout (depending on the option you chose) will use the new template automatically from now on. 
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Changing Form Templates in Multiple Projects 

When you select an option to change form templates in multiple projects, the following window appears: 

 

You have the following options: 

Every project that is using the old layout 

Select this option if you want to replace the old layout in every single project that is currently using it. This option is useful 

if you’re making a change to a standard template that is in use in multiple projects and you want to change them all at 

once. 

Every project that is using the <Type Abbreviation> form abbreviation 

Select this option if you want to replace the old layout in every single project that has a form type with the same 

abbreviation as the template that you are currently changing. This option is useful if you have various non-standardized 

templates across multiple projects using the same form type abbreviation, and you want to standardize them all at once. 

Selected projects that are using the old layout 

Select this option if you want to pick specific projects that are using the old layout. This is a safer version of the first 

option, since it allows you to specifically choose the projects that you want to update. 

Selected projects that are using the <Type Abbreviation> form abbreviation 

Select this option if you want to pick specific projects that are using the current form type abbreviation. This is a safer 

version of the second option, since it allows you to specifically choose the projects that you want to update. 

Back 

Select this option if you’ve changed your mind about updating the form template in multiple projects. 

NOTE 

After selecting one of the options listed above (and optionally selecting only specific projects to update), please be patient 

while the system updates your projects. This process can take a few minutes on systems with a lot of projects.  
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Modifying a Form Template in Layout Mode 

FIVE features a built-in form template layout editor that lets you customize your form templates to meet almost any 

design requirements. 

Using layout mode you can: 

• Freely position and resize objects such as text/data boxes and images. 

• Rich text editing of font face, style (bold, italic, underline, etc…) and colours. 

• Add dynamically generated content such as distribution and attachment lists, electronic signature areas and data 

fields. 

• Perform custom formatting based on dynamic data values. 

NOTE 

Layout mode is not available if you have a read-only or limited FIVE user account.  

Layout Mode 

Switching to Layout Mode 

1. From form view, in the 

form action bar, click the 

 Entry Mode or  

Preview Mode icon. The 

view modes list appears. 

2. Click  Layout Mode. 

The view area switches to 

layout mode. Notice that the layout tools and properties pane is now visible on the left side of the window. Also, all of 

the template objects now have dotted lines around them, and the dynamic fields that were once populated with 

project data are now showing the underlying data field captions instead. Example: 

Layout Mode User Interface 

The layout mode user interface is split into two panes. The left pane includes the selection and drawing tools. When an 

object is selected, the left pane also includes the object properties interface. The right pane is the form template page 

layout. 
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Form Action Bar 

The form action bar includes the following icons that are either only available in layout mode, or behave differently in 

layout mode than they do in entry mode. 

Selection & Drawing Tools 

The selection and drawing tools allow you to select objects for modification, or add new objects to a form template. These 

tools include: 

Icon Description 
Keyboard 

Shortcut 

 Layout mode indicator. Click to switch back to  Entry mode or  Preview Mode. Ctrl+Shift+L 

 Save. Click to save the form layout to a .5FM file on your computer or network drive.  

 Toggle the form view zoom level (whole page WYSIWYG preview/100% zoomed) 

NOTE: You must be at 100% zoom in order to edit the body text in Entry Mode. 

 

 Undo. Click to undo the last change made to the form layout. Ctrl+Z 

 Go to the Page 1 (First) layout.  

 Go to the previous page layout.  

 Go to the next page layout.  

 Go to the Document Attachments (Last) layout  

 Close. Click to leave layout mode. When you click this button you will be prompted whether you 

want to replace your old template with the modified template. 

Ctrl+W 
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General Object Properties Section 

These properties affect the box position, size, background, and outline of the selected objects. 

Text Object Properties Section 

These commands affect the appearance of the text in a selected text or body box.  

For text boxes, using any of the following commands will change the font properties of the selected range of text, or if no 

text is selected then it will change the properties for new text at the insertion point. 

Icon Description 

 Selection tool. Use this tool to select objects on the form template. Selected objects will be highlighted. 

To select more than one object, press and hold the Shift key and click the objects that you want to select. 

To deselect all of the selected objects, click a blank area of the page. 

 Text & Data box tool. Use this tool to add non-page wrapping static or dynamic text to a form template. 

 Body box tool. Use this tool to add a page wrapping body text area to a form template. 

If you add a body box to the Page 1 layout of a form template, you must also add one to the Page 2+ layout (and 

vice versa). 

Body boxes on each page layout must be the same width (this rule will be automatically enforced by FIVE). 

 Line tool. Use this tool to draw a line on a form template. 

 Rectangle tool. Use this tool to draw a rectangle on a form template. 

 Image & Electronic Signatures and Stamps box tool. Use this tool to draw an image on a form template, or to draw 

the area where dynamic electronic signatures and/or stamps will be drawn when a form has been marked as 

signed/stamped. 

Icon/Caption Description 

 Style properties. Click to change the border width, colour and background colour of the selected object(s). 

 Bring to front. Click to move the selected objects in front of the unselected objects on the page. 

 Send to back. Click to move the selected objects behind the unselected objects on the page. 

 Conditional Visibility. Click to select options that control whether or not the selected objects will be 

displayed. 

Left The distance to the left edge of the selected object from the left edge of the page, in inches. 

Top The distance to the top edge of the selected object from to top edge of the page, in inches. 

Width The width of the selected object, in inches. 

Height The height of the selected object, in inches. 

Right The distance to the right edge of the selected object from the left edge of the page, in inches. 

Bottom The distance to the bottom edge of the selected object from to top edge of the page, in inches. 
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For body boxes, these settings define the default font properties used for form body text. 

Layout Mode Page Template Layouts 

Every form template features four layout types with different purposes: 

1. First Page Layout. This layout will always be used for your forms, and as such it should include all of the identifying 

information that you need to distribute related to a document such as your company logo and name, the recipient’s 

contact information, the project it applies to, document type, number, date, and legalese, etc… 

This layout is required for all form templates. 

2. Pages 2+ Layout. For forms with body boxes, this layout will be used when the body text is too long to completely fit 

into the page 1 layout body box area. This layout will be repeated for as many pages as required to fit the entire body 

text. 

This layout is required for all form templates that use a body box, and is optional for all other form templates. 

3. Image Attachments Layout. This layout will be used to organize any image attachments and related data (such as title, 

comments, etc…) into an orderly grid of user-defined rows and columns. Only image attachments that don’t have the 

Maintain Dimensions option selected will be included in this layout. 

This layout will be repeated for as many pages as required to show all of the appropriate images. 

This layout is optional. 

Icon Description 

 Bold. Toggle bold text. 

 Italic. Toggle italic text. 

 Underline. Toggle underline text. 

 Strikethrough. Toggle strikethrough text. 

 Align Left. Left-align paragraph. 

 Align Center. Center-align paragraph. 

 Align Right. Right-align paragraph. 

 Vertical Align Top.  Align text with the top edge of the text box. Not Applicable to Body Boxes. 

 Vertical Align Middle.  Align text in the middle of the text box.  Not Applicable to Body Boxes. 

 Vertical Align Bottom.  Align text with the bottom edge of the text box.  Not Applicable to Body Boxes. 

 Text colour. Click to select a new text colour from the colour swatch. 

 Insert field. Insert a dynamic data field into the text area. 

 Special formatting. Apply dynamic formatting rules to the selected data field. Only a single data field can be 

selected in the text area for this option to be enabled. 
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4. Document Attachments Layout. This layout will be used to display any PDF document attachments (and related data 

such as title, comments, etc…) into an orderly grid of user-defined rows and columns. Only document attachments 

that don’t have the Maintain Dimensions 

option selected will be included in this layout. 

This layout will be repeated for as many pages 

as required to show all of the appropriate 

images. 

This layout is optional. 

Unique Features of Pages 2+ Layouts 

The Pages 2+ layout typically has fewer objects 

than the page 1 layout, such as project and 

document identification areas, and a body box 

(see a sample comparison to the right). 

The Pages 2+ layout can also include a special 

class of objects called body linked objects. Body 

linked objects can be any type of template object 

excluding body boxes. When the form is rendered 

in entry mode, the body linked objects will appear at the end of the body text. Examples of useful body linked objects 

might be signature lines and/or distribution lists. For more information see the BODY LINKED OBJECTS section of this guide. 

The Pages 2+ layout is optional for forms that don’t need a body box. If objects are defined on the Pages 2+ layout, but 

body boxes aren’t being used then the Pages 2+ layout will always appear in the final form output exactly once (therefore, 

form templates with objects on the Pages 2+ layout but no body boxes will always be exactly 2 pages long). 

Unique Features of Image and Document Attachments Layouts 

The Image and Document Attachments layouts are typically similar in appearance to the Pages 2+ layout. They typically 

have a few objects that identify the project and document, but include an attachments box object instead of a body box 

object. 

Additional objects can be placed within the area of the attachments box object (above it in Z-order, so remember send the 

attachments box object to the back). These objects will be repeated from left to right, top to bottom for as many iterations 

as will fit within the attachment box area., allowing you to create grid layouts such a 1 attachment per page, 4 attachments 

per page (2x2 grid), 6 attachments per page (2x3 or 3x2 grid), etc… 

Image and Document Attachments Layouts Example 

For this example, imagine you have 3 image attachments, each with a title and some comments that you want to display in 

a 2x2 grid. 

The left-hand side of the following example shows a sample template object layout that can achieve this result. The red 

border identifies the attachments box. This box defines the area into which all of your images and related data will appear. 

The yellow highlighted area covers the objects that define the layout (the image attachment placeholder, title, and 

comments boxes, as well as a spacer box to give some room between repeated elements). Since all of the objects take up 

about half the width and height of the attachments box, they will be displayed in a 2x2 grid in the final output. 

The right-hand side shows the final document output. You can see that FIVE has taken the layout objects, substituted the 

appropriate images and data, and has repositioned and redrawn the layout elements as needed to accommodate the total 

number of images. These actions will be repeated for as many element areas and pages as required to accommodate all of 

the attached images. 
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Adding Objects to a Form Template 

FIVE form templates are built by drawing objects such as images, text/data boxes, body boxes, and shapes. To draw an 

object: 

1. Click the icon for the desired object type in the tools and properties pane. For important information that is specific to 

each object type, please also read the following sections on each object type. 

2.  Move the mouse over the template area, to the approximate position where you would like the top-left corner of the 

object to appear. 

3. Click and hold the mouse button down, then drag the mouse to the bottom-right corner where you would like the 

object to appear. 

4. Release the mouse button and the object will be drawn on the template. You can then fine tune the position and size 

of the object as required (see the SELECTING OBJECTS ON A FORM TEMPLATE, MOVING OBJECTS ON A FORM TEMPLATE 

and RESIZING OBJECTS ON A FORM TEMPLATE sections below). 

Text Boxes 

Text Boxes can include static text (for example, a legal blurb), dynamic text (for example, the project reference number, 

document date, etc…), or both. 

You can control the formatting of the text (font face and size, bold, italic, etc… by changing the text properties in the tools 

and properties pane). 

To add a text box to your template, click the  icon in the selection & drawing tools bar, then follow the instructions 

above for adding an object to a form template. 

Inserting Data Fields/Dynamic Text 

To insert data fields (dynamic text from your project database) into your text box: 

1. In the tools and properties pane, move the insertion point in the text area to where you’d like the dynamic text to 

appear. 

2. Click the  Insert Field button. The Field List window appears. 
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3. Select the field that you would like to appear in the text box, and then click the Insert button. The field will be inserted 

into the text box. When you use the form in entry mode, the field will be replaced with the appropriate value from the 

project database. 

Applying Special Formatting to Data Fields/Dynamic Text 

Special formatting rules let you change the appearance of data field values based on certain criteria. For example, you 

might want to show N/A in place of empty data field values, or you might want to convert a currency value such as $1.23 

to word (one and 23/100 dollars).  

You can apply special formatting to any data field as follows: 

1. Select the text box that with the data field that you want to apply special formatting rules to. 

2. In the text area in the tools and properties pane, click the field that you want to apply special formatting too, and then 

click the  Special Formatting button. The Special Formatting Rules window appears: 

 

 

3. Select the special formatting rules that you want to apply, and then click the OK button. 

The following special formatting rules and transformations are available for all data fields: 

Formatting Rules 

• If Field Value Is Blank Replace With Text 

When a data field value is blank or empty, you can replace it with any arbitrary text typed into this box. For example, 

you might want to show the text N/A instead of a blank field. 

• If Field Has Carriage Returns Replace With Text 

You can replace carriage returns (also known as new lines) with any arbitrary text typed into this box. For example, you 

might want to replace carriage returns with commas followed by a space character. 
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• If Field Contains The Following Text Replace With Text 

You can replace an entire data field value or matching subset of the field value with any arbitrary text typed in these 

boxes. For example, you might want to match the character “R” in item numbers, and change it to “REVISION”. 

Text Transformations 

• As Typed (no transformation) 

Show the data field value exactly as it was originally typed or calculated. 

• To Uppercase 

Change all characters in the data field value to uppercase. For example, “This Text” will appear as “THIS TEXT”. 

• To Lowercase 

Change all characters in the data field to lowercase. For example, “This Text” will appear as “this text”. 

• To Title Case 

Change all characters in the data field to title case (each word capitalized). For example, “this text” will appear as “This 

Text”. 

• To Sentence Case 

Change all characters in the data field to sentence case (the first character of each sentence capitalized, the rest 

lowercase). For example, “THIS TEXT” will appear as “This text” 

• Remove Formatting 

Select this option to remove any font formatting such as bold, italic, etc… from a data field value. 

The following special formatting rules and transformations are only available for currency data fields: 

Currency Transformations 

• Default 

Show as a numeric currency value using the project’s regional settings. 

• Convert To Words 

Convert the numeric value to words (currently only English is supported for this feature). For example, 123.45 becomes 

One hundred twenty-three and 45/100 dollars. 

Body Boxes 

Body boxes are special text boxes, the contents of which can extend over multiple pages. They define the area on the page 

where you type your main body text. 

You must have a body box on both of the page layouts, or neither. You can not have a body box on only one page layout 

(FIVE will prevent you from saving the form). 

Body boxes on each page layout must also be the same width (which will be automatically enforced by the software), but 

can be different heights (and most commonly are). 

To add a body box to your template, click the  icon in the selection & drawing tools bar, and then follow the 

instructions above for adding an object to a form template. 

Lines 

To add an image to a form, click the  icon in the selection & drawing tools bar. 

When adding a line on a form template, it will be drawn perfectly horizontal or vertical (depending on the position of your 

mouse relative to where you started the line). If you need to draw an angled line, hold the Shift key while moving the 

mouse to freely position the line. 
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Line thickness and colour can be changed by clicking the  Style button in the properties section of the layout tools and 

properties pane. 

Rectangles 

To add a rectangle to a form, click the  icon in the selection & drawing tools bar. 

The thickness and colour of the outline, and the colour of the background can be changed by clicking the  Style button 

in the properties section of the layout tools and properties pane. 

Image Boxes 

Image boxes can be used to put a static image file (BMP, GIF, JPEG or PNG) on your 

form, or to define a placeholder area for dynamic images such as electronic signatures 

and stamps. 

To add an image to a form, click the  icon in the selection & drawing tools bar. The 

image menu appears (right). 

To use a static image (such as a company logo), click Select an image file, and then 

select the file on your computer or network drive. You can then place the image on your 

form using the techniques described in the ADDING OBJECTS TO A FORM TEMPLATE 

section (above). 

To use a dynamic image (such as an electronic signature or stamp), click the appropriate 

menu item (for example, for the architect’s signature, click Designer Signature), then add the object to your form using 

the techniques described in the ADDING OBJECTS TO A FORM TEMPLATE section (above). 

When you add a dynamic image box to a form template, no image will appear in layout mode, only the placeholder box 

will. To include the actual image(s) on your form: 

1. In entry mode, click the  Signatures and Stamps icon in the form action bar 

2. Click the contact that has signed and stamped the document. For example, if the architect has signed and stamped 

the form, click Designer signed and stamped. The designer’s signature and stamp will appear wherever the 

associated image object placeholder boxes exist on the template. 

Selecting Objects on a Form Template 

In order to change an object’s properties, position, size, or text, you must first select it. To select an object, click the  

icon in the tools and properties pane to switch to selection mode. When in selection mode you can: 

1. Click any object to select it. The previously selected objects will be deselected unless you hold the Shift key while you 

click the mouse button, in which case the newly selected objects will be added to the collection of previously selected 

objects. 

2. For more complex selections, click and hold the mouse button down on a blank area of the form template, then drag 

the mouse through the objects that you want to select. 

NOTE: The previously selected will be cleared unless you hold the Shift key before you click and hold the mouse 

button, in which case the newly selected objects will be added to the collection of previously selected objects. 

3. You can deselect objects by holding the Ctrl key while performing any of the selection methods listed above. 

4. You can also select every type of object (for example, all text boxes, all image boxes, etc…) by pressing Ctrl+Shift+A 

to show the Select Object Types window as follows: 
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5. Select the objects types that you want selected on the form template, and then click the Select button. 

Ambiguous Selections 

Attempting to select an object can sometimes result in an ambiguous selection. For example, when two or more objects 

overlap each other, clicking on a point of overlap will cause the Ambiguous Selection Detected window to appear as 

follows: 

 

Deselect the objects in the list that you don’t want to select (if any) and then click the OK button to return to layout mode 

with the chosen objects selected. 

Deleting Objects from a Form Template 

1. Select the objects that you want to delete as described in the SELECTING OBJECTS section (above). 

2. Right-click the page and then click  Delete Selected Objects. 

Resizing Objects on a Form Template 

1. Select the object that you want to resize (as described in the SELECTING OBJECTS section above). Only one object at a 

time can be selected for resizing. 

2. Move the mouse to the object’s edge or corner that you want to resize. The mouse icon will change to show arrows 

pointing in the directions that you can resize the object. 

3. Press and hold the mouse button, then drag the mouse in the direction that you want to resize the object. See the 

OBJECT SNAPPING section (below) if you want to disable the automatic edge snapping feature while resizing an object. 

Precision Resizing 

1. Select the object that you want to resize (as described in the SELECTING OBJECTS section above). Only one object at a 

time can be selected for precise resizing. 

2. In the layout tools & properties pane, under the Properties section, type the desired values (in inches) into the Width 

and Height boxes in the layout tools & properties pane. The object will be resized to the exact dimensions entered. 
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Resizing Multiple Objects 

1. Select the objects that you want to resize (as described 

in the SELECTING OBJECTS section above). 

2. Right–click the page, point to Resize Selected Objects, 

then point to the dimension that you want to resize 

(Width, Height or Width and Height), and then click 

one of the resizing options listed below. 

The following options are available in the Resize Selected 

Objects > Width menu: 

 

 

Selected Resizing Option Result 

To Widest Selected Object 

The widths of all the selected objects will be resized to 

match the width of the widest selected object. 

 

To Narrowest Selected Object 

The widths of all the selected objects will be resized to 

match the width of the narrowest selected object. 

 

To First Selected Object Width 

The widths of all the selected objects will be resized to 

match the width of the first selected object. 

 

Selected Resizing Option Result 

Example Selected Objects 

Example Selected Objects 
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The following options are available in the Resize Selected 

Objects > Height menu. 

 

 

 

Extend/Shrink to Right-most Right Edge 

The widths of all the selected objects will be resized to 

meet the right edge of the selected object closest to the 

right page boundary. 

 

Extend/Shrink to Left-most Right Edge 

The widths of all the selected objects will be resized to 

meet the right edge of the selected object closest to the 

left page boundary. 

 

Extend/Shrink to First Selected Object Right Edge 

The widths of all the selected objects will be resized to 

meet the right edge of the first selected object. 

 

Selected Resizing Option Result 

To Tallest Selected Object 

The heights of all the selected objects will be resized to 

match the height of the tallest selected object. 

 

Example Selected Objects 
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The following options are available in the Resize Selected 

Objects > Width and Height menu.  

 

 

 

 

 

To Shortest Selected Object 

The heights of all the selected objects will be resized to 

match the height of the shortest selected object. 

 

To First Selected Object Height 

The heights of all the selected objects will be resized to 

match the height of the first selected object. 

 

Selected Resizing Option Result 

To First Selected Object Size 

The widths and heights of all the selected objects will be 

resized to match the width and height of the first selected 

object. 

 

Example Selected Objects 
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Repositioning Objects on a Form Template 

1. Select the object(s) that you want to reposition as described in the SELECTING OBJECTS section (above).  

2. Press and hold the mouse button down on one of the selected objects, and drag it to the desired position. Hold the 

Shift key to temporarily disable the automatic edge snapping feature while moving an object (see the OBJECT 

SNAPPING section below for more information). 

Precision Repositioning 

You can precisely reposition an object by making a note of the position on the page that you want it to appear (in inches 

from the top left corner), then: 

1. Select the object that you want to reposition (as described in the SELECTING OBJECTS section above). Only one object 

at a time can be selected for precise repositioning. 

2. In the layout tools & properties pane, under the Properties section, type the desired values (in inches) into the Left, 

Top, Right, and/or Bottom boxes in the layout tools & properties pane. The object will be repositioned to the exact 

dimensions entered. 

Aligning Objects 

Object Snapping 

When resizing or repositioning object(s) using the mouse, the active edges of the object will be “snapped” to the edge of 

other nearby objects (identified by a green line along the snapped edges, see image below). This feature has been 

designed to help make it easier to align objects 

 

Disabling Object Snapping 

To temporarily disable the edge snapping feature, press and hold the Shift key while resizing or repositioning an object. 

Aligning Multiple Objects 

1. Select the objects that you want to align (as described in the SELECTING OBJECTS section above). 

2. Right–click the page, point to Align Selected Objects, then point to the edge that you want to align (Left Edges, Top 

Edges, Right Edges, or Bottom Edges), and then click one of the alignment options listed below. 

The following options are available in the Align Selected Objects menu: 
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Example Selected Objects 

 

Selected Resizing Option Result 

Left Edges > To Left-most Left Edge 

The left edges of all the selected objects will be moved to 

align with the selected left edge that is closest to the left 

page boundary. 

 

Left Edges > To Right-most Left Edge 

The left edges of all the selected objects will be moved to 

align with the selected left edge that is closest to the right 

page boundary. 

 

Left Edges > To First Selected Object Left Edge 

The left edges of all the selected objects will be moved to 

align with the left edge of the first selected object. 

 

Right Edges > To Right-most Right Edge 

The right edges of all the selected objects will be moved to 

align with the selected right edge that is closest to the 

right page boundary. 

 

Right Edges > To Left-most Right Edge 

The right edges of all the selected objects will be moved to 

align with the selected right edge that is closest to the left 

page boundary. 
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Right Edges > To First Selected Object Right Edge 

The right edges of all the selected objects will be moved to 

align with the right edge of the first selected object. 
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Example Selected Objects 

 

Selected Resizing Option Result 

Top Edges > To Top-most Top Edge 

The top edges of all the selected objects will be moved to 

align with the selected top edge that is closest to the top 

of the page. 

 

Top Edges > To Bottom-most Top Edge 

The top edges of all the selected objects will be moved to 

align with the selected top edge that is closest to the 

bottom of the page. 

 

Top Edges > To First Selected Object Top Edge 

The top edges of all the selected objects will be moved to 

align with the top edge of the first selected object. 

 

Bottom Edges > To Bottom-most Bottom Edge 

The bottom edges of all the selected objects will be moved 

to align with the selected bottom edge that is closest to 

the bottom of the page. 

 

Bottom Edges > To Top-most Bottom Edge 

The bottom edges of all the selected objects will be moved 

to align with the selected bottom edge that is closest to 

the top of the page. 

 

Bottom Edges > To First Selected Object Bottom Edge 

The bottom edges of all the selected objects will be moved 

to align with the bottom edge of the first selected object. 
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Conditional Object Visibility  

Objects can be configured to appear only if certain conditions are met, such as if the designer and/or contract 

administrator has signed a document. This feature can be useful for preventing contact information from appearing on a 

form until a specific individual has signed the document. 

To configure conditional formatting for an object, or group of objects: 

1. In form layout mode, select the objects to change the conditional visibility settings for (as described in the SELECTING 

OBJECTS section above). 

2. In the properties pane, click the  Conditional Visibility button, then select the contact or contacts who are required 

to have signed the document for the selected objects to be made visible. If you select multiple contacts, then all of 

them must have signed the document in order for the objects to be visible on the form. 

Body Linked Objects 

Body linked objects are form template objects that are automatically repositioned to appear at the end of your body text. 

Body linked objects can optionally be “pushed” to the bottom of the body text area to behave as a kind of footer. For 

more information on “pushing” body linked items to the bottom of the body text area, see the Pushing Body Linked 

Objects to the Bottom of the Body Text Area section below. 

This feature is typically used for including signature lines, distribution lists, etc... at the end of a document. 

Body linked objects can be any type of layout object excluding body boxes. 

In the side-by-side comparison below, you can see how the body linked objects are automatically re-positioned so that 

they appear immediately below the form body text: 

 

In the above image, the signature image, architect’s name and horizontal line are body linked objects that appear below 

the last line of body text. Body linked objects will wrap to the next page if they don’t fit into the available space on the 

current page. 

Adding Body Linked Objects to a Form Template 

Body linked objects are added to a form template in exactly the same way as regular objects (see the ADDING OBJECTS TO 

A FORM TEMPLATE section of this guide for more information). The factors that determine whether or not an object is 

treated as a body linked object vs. a regular object are a result of the positioning of the object. 

Form template objects are considered body linked objects when: 

• they are on the pages 2+ layout. 

• they pass through or are within the body box area. 
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• they are in front of the body box. 

The following portion of a layout example demonstrates the above rules: 

 

REMEMBER 

You can change whether objects appear in front or behind other objects by selecting them and then clicking the  Send 

To Back or  Bring To Front icons in the properties section of the layout tools and properties pane. Objects must be in 

front of the body box on the pages 2+ layout in order to be considered linked to the body text. 

Body Linked Object Page Wrapping 

In some cases, some of your body linked objects will be unable to fit on the same page. In this scenario, FIVE will 

automatically create a new page based on the pages 2+ layout and then draw the objects that don’t fit on the previous 

page at the top of the body box area on the new page. 

To determine the point at which to perform the page wrapping, FIVE will look for a horizontal band on the template where 

there are no body linked objects. This means that the more horizontal breaks of body linked objects you have on your 

layout, the more fine-grained the software can control the page wrapping of objects when there is not enough space to fit 

them all. This approach also lets you group related objects together to ensure that they all wrap together if necessary, by 

making sure that the bottom edge of the top-most object of a group is within the vertical area of the bottom-most object 

of the group. 

The following examples demonstrate typical page wrapping scenarios graphically: 

Example 1: Text Paragraph Wrapping 

 

The example image above is divided into two sections (left and right) that illustrate two different approaches for defining 

body linked objects. The green arrows identify the positions where FIVE can wrap objects onto a new page when they 

don’t fit on the current page at the end of the body text. 
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In the left half of the above image, three paragraphs of text have been typed into a single text box object. In this case, FIVE 

can only wrap the entire text box to a new page, and as a result, you may end up with a lot of unwanted whitespace on 

the previous page. 

In the right half of the above image, the three paragraphs have been split into three individual text box objects, with a bit 

of blank horizontal space left between each object. This gives the software more flexibility over where it can wrap the 

objects (for example, the first paragraph might fit on page 1, while the second and third paragraphs are wrapped onto 

page 2). This approach typically results in a tighter, more natural appearance, with less unwanted whitespace. 

Example 2: Object Grouping 

 

The example image above is divided into two sections (left and right) that illustrate two different approaches for 

controlling the page wrapping feature of body linked objects. The green arrows identify the positions where FIVE can wrap 

objects onto a new page when they don’t fit on the current page at the end of the body text. 

In the left half of the above example, three related objects (signature image placeholder, signature line, and the name of 

the signing contact) are drawn as three separate objects with horizontal bands of whitespace separating each object. In 

this scenario, FIVE can wrap the objects individually, which could result in the signature image appearing on page 1, while 

the signature line and name of the signing contact could appear on page 2. 

In the right half of the above image, the related objects are grouped by adding an empty text box (circled in blue for 

identification purposes) that overlaps the related object areas. The text box has no text, and is transparent by default so it 

won’t appear on the final output, but FIVE will interpret the entire set of objects as a single related group because there is 

no band of uninterrupted horizontal whitespace between any of the objects. This causes the program to wrap all of the 

objects to the next page together when there isn’t enough room on the current page to include them, which is a more 

desirable result in this kind of scenario. 

Pushing Body Linked Objects to the Bottom of the Body Text Area 

When you select the option to “push” body linked objects to the bottom of the body box, the objects will appear at the 

bottom of the body box area instead of immediately after the last line of body text. You can select this option as follows: 

1. While in Layout Mode, in the form action bar, click the  <Form Type Title> button. The form type options menu 

appears. 

2. Click Form Template Properties. The Template Properties window appears. 

3. Select the Push body linked objects to the bottom of available area option, and then click OK. When you save your 

form template, body linked objects will appear at the bottom of the body text area as opposed to immediately after 

then last line of body text. 
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Custom Calculations 

FIVE has approximately 2000 data fields, including many built-in calculations that cover the vast majority of contract 

administration scenarios, but you may have unique requirements for your jobs that aren’t readily handled by the software. 

For these situations, you can use the custom calculation feature. 

The custom calculation feature allows you to define mathematical formulas using standard arithmetic operations and any 

of the built-in fields that will be evaluated by the program and displayed on your form. 

NOTE 

FIVE Build 3010 or higher is required to use the custom calculation feature. You can see the build number of your copy of 

FIVE by clicking on the  Information tab. 

Custom Calculation Functions 

There are 5 different custom calculation functions that format the result in different ways: 

Adding Custom Calculations to a Form Template 

You can add a custom calculation to a form template as follows: 

1. In form layout mode, draw or select a text box object where you want the calculation to appear. 

2. In the text area in the layout tools and properties pane, type one of the =EvaluateX( ) functions. 

3. In between the parentheses of the evaluation function, insert fields and type arithmetic operations as required. For 

example, to add two values together (such as the Ordered Amount and User-Defined Amount 1 fields on a Order 

form) and format the result as a currency value, you would use the following function: 

 
=EvaluateC(<Ordered (Amount)>+<User-Defined Amount 1>) 

IMPORTANT 

The highlighted field names in the above example should be added using the  Insert Field button, not typed 

manually. See the TEXT BOXES section of the ADDING OBJECTS TO A FORM TEMPLATE section of this guide for more 

information about inserting fields. 

4. Leave layout mode and replace the old form with your new layout (see the SAVING A FORM TEMPLATE section of this 

guide for more information). The custom calculation function will be evaluated and displayed on your form. 

Function Description Example Result 

=EvaluateC( ) Formats the result as a currency value. $ 1,000.00 

=Evaluate0( ) Formats the result with no decimal places. 1,000 

=Evaluate1( ) Formats the result to 1 decimal place. 1,000.0 

=Evaluate2( ) Formats the result to 2 decimal places. 1,000.00 

=Evaluate3( ) Formats the result to 3 decimal places. 1,000.000 
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Saving a Modified Form Template Layout 

There are two different types of saved forms: 

Backup Forms 

Backup forms are saved to your computer or network drive as a 5FM file. 

You can save a backup copy of a form template to your computer or network drive from layout mode by clicking the  

icon in the form action bar, then saving the 5FM file in the desired folder. 

Published Forms 

Published forms are stored on your FIVE server and are shared by all users of the project. 

After making changes to a form template, click the  icon in the form action bar to return to entry mode. You will be 

prompted for the action you want to take with your changed layout as follows: 

 

Your options are: 

This project only 

Select this option if you are satisfied with the changes that you made to the template, and you want to replace the old 

template only in the current project. 

Multiple projects 

Select this option if you are satisfied with the changes that you made to the template, and you want to replace the old 

template in the current project and other projects as well. You will be able to select the other projects that you want to 

update in a subsequent step. For more information on your options when updating the form template in multiple projects, 

see the Changing Form Templates in Multiple Projects section (above). 

Keep the old layout 

Select this option if you are dissatisfied with the changes that you made to the template, and you want to revert to the 

layout as it was before you started making changes to it. 

Cancel 

Select this option if you aren’t finished making changes to the layout. 


